Zurich Risk Advisor

Our risk management app enables you to understand and identify risks to your business, and learn how to improve your risk profile.
Zurich Risk Advisor has been developed to allow you to manage your risks across each of your locations. This unique digital application, which is constantly evolving, provides a comprehensive suite of easy-to-use, self-service tools. Zurich Risk Advisor puts the insights of a professional Risk Engineer in your own hands.

Risk impacts every part of your business

Zurich Risk Advisor is here to help you deliver your risk management strategy, helping you to protect your assets, liability exposures and, ultimately, the business itself – and to safeguard the wellbeing of your workforce.

At Zurich, our aim is to help our customers understand and protect themselves from risk. We believe our app is a game-changer because it empowers you to manage your risks, starting with self-assessment but, crucially, taking you through improvement actions, monitoring, and much more.

Leveraging Zurich Risk Advisor

Using tools within the app, you can uncover the insights you need to identify, mitigate and reduce your risks. If you feel you want to go deeper than self risk assessment, simply connect with Zurich professionals who can carry out a remote digital assessment at the specific locations you require. And there are tools for producing reports, for example on hazards and actionable risk insights, to share with stakeholders, and support for key risk initiatives – allowing you to build resilience, make savings and, ultimately, secure future business continuity.

A suite of tools, including...

- **Risk Snapshot** for quick understanding & actions
- **Self Risk Assessment with Risk Grading & more**
- **Risk Improvement Ideas from your selection**
- **Manage your Risk Improvement Actions**
- **Remote Collaboration with a Risk Engineer**
- **Zurich Hazard Analysis for documenting risk analysis outcome**
- **What If enabling you to prioritize those actions**
Intuitive functionality
Tools within the app are designed to be easy to use; for example, providing multiple-choice questionnaires of different types, depending on your hazard selection. You simply select the answers that best fit your current standard, to determine your risk grading from ‘Excellent’ to ‘Poor’. Similarly organized in simple steps are tools for accessing suggested risk improvement actions, predicting their impact, prioritizing, and monitoring their effectiveness, producing reports, and more.

Choose to connect via My Zurich
As a user of the Zurich Risk Advisor app*, you have the option to connect and share all your risk management data with us, and consequently access it, visualized through your regular use of the My Zurich portal. You will also be able to provide feedback on the progress of your risk improvement action program easily, through the application itself.

Download the App
Zurich Risk Advisor is FREE for all, in multiple languages, and is available on both iOS and Android.

* Please note, Zurich customers who use My Zurich should use their credentials for the app too, so that reports can be shared with Zurich and displayed via the portal. To learn more about My Zurich, please click here.
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